For all those people who believe that Nessie isn’t real
Perhaps you need to think again, she is the real deal.
Though far from being scary she is shy and rather small
So if you want to catch a peek you must be on the ball.
Nessie only pops her head up every now and then
And dives down to the darkest depths and huddles
in her den.

Waiting, ever hopeful that one day she’ll find a mate.
Another prehistoric pal to be her dashing date.
But on this frosty winter morning, hiding out of sight
Is a monster trophy hunter, ready for a fight.
A man with quite a reputation known as “Crazy Bran”
Has just arrived in Scotland with a pretty nasty plan.
“Crazy” Brandon Snatcher wants to transport Nessie back.

To add to his collection, “Catching monsters is a crack!
The Loch Ness monster really is the icing on the cake!
The pinnacle of my career is right here in this lake!”
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